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ABSTRACT
Economic development based on industrialization, intensive agriculture expansion and population growth places greater pressure on water resources through increased water abstraction and water quality degradation [40]. River pollution is now a visible issue, with emblematic ecological disasters following industrial accidents such as the pollution of the Rhine river in 1986 [31]. River water quality is a pivotal public health and environmental issue that has prompted governments to plan initiatives for preserving or restoring aquatic ecosystems and water resources [56]. Water managers require operational tools to help interpret the complex range of information available on river water quality functioning. Tools based on statistical approaches often fail to resolve some tasks due to the sparse nature of the data. Here we describe HydroQual, a tool to facilitate visual analysis of river water quality. This tool combines spatiotemporal data mining and visualization techniques to perform tasks defined by water experts. We illustrate the approach with a case study that illustrates how the tool helps experts analyze water quality. We also perform a qualitative evaluation with these experts.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Water is a vital component for all known forms of life. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that domestic uses (drinking, cooking, and hygiene) require a minimum of 20 litres of good quality water per day and per person. Water quality issues first arose in the nineteenth century when scientists revealed a link between water quality and health problems; e.g., J. Snow was the first to suggest that cholera is a waterborne epidemic [14, 48]. Scientists noticed that the severity of water quality degradation depends on the population growth and the development of cities and economic activities [40].

Water pollution is a major global problem that the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and WHO [56, 53] have highlighted, thus leading many countries to develop tailored water policies and programs for preserving and restoring water quality. Water policies are followed by the expansion and modification of water quality monitoring which in turn depends on the improvement of analytic methods and scientific knowledge. Early river monitoring of a few European rivers began in the late 19th century, but only five water quality descriptors were analyzed [40]. Nowadays, more than 150 descriptors (biological and chemical) are analyzed [40, 53]. Monitoring and associated databases primarily aim to characterize: (1) the overall conditions and trends concerning the river, and (2) the ability to control water for a given use or to assess the impact of human activities on water. This knowledge then leads to decision making on protection or restoration measures to take on the authorization or prohibition of the use of the resource. Large datasets are thus compiled by geolocalized river stations where sampling is based on sequences of biological indices and physicochemical parameters.

The importance of having operational tools to help in the interpretation of complex information concerning the water quality of rivers and their functioning, as well as assessment of the effectiveness of ongoing action programs is underlined by international directives such as the European Water Framework Directive (WFD) [24]. Several tools based on GIS and including statistics and charts have already been proposed but, due the sparse and heterogeneous aspects of water quality data, statistical approaches overlook some properties. Data mining and information visualization techniques are necessary to overcome the shortcomings of these techniques and complete their results.

Visual analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces [50]. More precisely, visual analytics combines automated analysis techniques with interactive visualizations for effective understanding, reasoning and decision making on the basis of very large and complex datasets" [34]. Automated analysis techniques include statistics, mathematics, knowledge representation, management and discovery technologies.

In this paper, we focus on combining data mining techniques with visualization and interaction techniques (see Fig. 1). The tool is the result of 3 years of collaboration between domain experts (hydrologists, hydrobiologists, water managers) and computer scientists specializing in data mining and information visualization.

Our main contribution is the design of a visual interface to explore river water quality. The tool requirements also led us to make some contributions in data mining and information visualization. Here we: (1) propose a new metric to evaluate sequential dissimilarity, (2) present an optimized algorithm to extract temporal patterns, and (3) describe a new algorithm to visualize clusters.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 focuses on the domain problem characterization. Sec. 3 presents related work. Sec. 4 explains the data abstraction design. Sec. 5 describes the visual mappings and the interactive techniques of our tool. In Sec. 6, we evaluate our approach. We conclude in Sec. 7.

2 DOMAIN PROBLEM CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, two domain experts, who are co-authors of this paper, briefly introduce their domain (section 2.1) and then explain...
the problem (section 2.2). Later, in collaboration with 10 domain experts from universities and consultancy firms, they specify their needs (section 2.3.1) from which computer scientists deduce a list of requirements for the tool (section 2.3.2).

### 2.1 River Water Quality

Water quality is defined by the capacity of water to sustain various uses or processes and to sustain aquatic life [53]. Water has physical, chemical or biological characteristics that determine its quality. For example, toxic concentration limits are very strict and pathogens are not allowed in drinking water [25], some fishes live in very specific water temperature conditions [39], etc.

Surface waters and rivers are particularly vulnerable. For example, rivers are very sensitive to contamination by pathogens (bacteria, etc.), heavy metals (lead, etc.), and microorganic pollutants (hydrocarbon, etc.), organic matter degradation, and changes in the hydrological regime [53].

The greatest natural influences are geological, hydrological and climatic because they directly affect the quantity and quality of available water. Human activities also influence water resources. Rivers have always constituted an easily accessible water resource for numerous uses leading to consumption (drinking water, industrial water, irrigation water, etc.) or not (hydropower, transportation, fishing, recreational activities, etc.). Water resources are directly impacted by human activities (industrial waste or sewage treatment plants, agricultural nonpoint source pollution, etc.). Pollution can be diffuse or not, continuous or related to events such as the Rhine river pollution in 1986 after the Sandoz chemical spill at Basel (Switzerland) [31].

All the natural processes and human activities are intertwined. Identifying possible relations between biology (fishes, macroinvertebrates, diatoms, macrophytes), physicochemical parameters that represent general water characteristics, macropollutants or micropollutants, physical conditions (banks and riverbed state, hydrology, presence or absence of silt...) or human pressures (land uses, industry or waste water plant output) needs to take into account many temporal and spatial scales [37].

For instance, when working on nutrients, which are related to water quality degradation, domain experts need to know (1) the local processes that control natural nitrogen, phosphorus and oxygen cycles; (2) the contributions related to human activities at different scales, i.e. atmospheric transport, point source pollution (urban sewage) and diffuse pollution (soil leaching) [51, 41]. They contribute to integrate nutrients issues in district or local water planning or reporting documents (taking into account national or supranational frameworks), to identify critical situations and to prioritize actions.

### 2.2 Identification of Current Domain Expert Problems

Domain experts are faced with (1) the technical advances in monitoring and databases, (2) the complexity of partially understood processes that govern water quality and river functioning and (3) the increasingly demanding challenges concerning sustainable management of water resources [53].

Monitoring water quality variables follows different standards (adapted metrology and pre-treatment) according to the nature of the variables and the objective of the water quality station (permanent monitoring, specific campaigns to improve knowledge, pollution crisis management). Standards changed in Europe with the implementation of WFD, and detection thresholds are more accurate, especially for micropollutants. Some water quality variables are not directly observed but stored as indices that summarize the information (biological data for instance) and provide qualitative information. Observations or indices are stored in numerous databases. So, databases provide experts with a mass of heterogeneous, sparse and irregular information from which he/she must extract knowledge essential for decision making. As the amount of data is huge, tools including data mining and visual analysis techniques are required for knowledge extraction. These tools must take into account the nature (observation, index, etc.), completeness and quality of the data (sampling river station data are more or less complete, some data are missing, others unreliable), their diverse shapes and origins, as well as the granularity of measurements (data on different spatial and temporal scales).

Firstly, domain experts need to easily access the data (user friendly queries), the treatment (quickness) and the results of a given analysis (effective and smart representation). It is very challenging with water quality data due to their specificities.

In this paper, we work primarily on physicochemical parameters and biological indices. The definition of the selected descriptors for this paper is provided in section 6.1. They are ranked in five classes: high (blue), good (green), moderate (yellow), poor (orange), bad (red) that give the status of the alteration according to the classification of the former French water quality assessment system, as used in [7] or [11]. As an example, we use IBGN, i.e. the French benthic macroinvertebrate biological index [1] based on the abundance and selective sensitivity of river benthic invertebrates to stresses. The obtained value is an integer between 0 and 20 [6]. High values correspond to a high quality status (blue class), which means good conditions for fauna development.

Secondly, domain experts need to respond to operational questions. As a consequence of 2.1, many dynamics are involved in water quality processes, and different dynamics can lead to the same situation. So, it is necessary to find relations between the parameters, e.g. between biological indices and physicochemical parameters. For instance, a high organic matter value, which is one of the signs of excess of feed, can explain low biological index values. In terms of sequences, a poor IBGN class can follow a moderate or poor organic matter class. But is it always the case? Is it the only observed relationship with such result? Do we observe same situations for a specific area (the process is generalized), for comparable contexts (the process is localized)? Do we observe anomalies on data, or outliers (and why)? Do we observe resilient processes (and why)? Can we identify new pressures? Can we quantify restoration actions’ efficiency? Do we have more consistent relations, when we work with all the available data instead of a subset localized in a given basin?
2.3 Requirement Analysis

Domain experts currently use statistical methods or models that require a priori an extreme simplification of processes. Data exploration methods end by the interpretation and explanation of the processes. Nevertheless, it is necessary to define practical questions to guide the tool design process.

2.3.1 Expert-Oriented Needs

We identify five major types of questions expressed in general terms that integrate temporal and spatial scales issues and satisfy scientific and operational aspects for the expertise domain: (Q1) For a given goal, which dataset is relevant? (Q2) For a given study area, what river stations have behavioral similarities? (Q3) Conversely, for a given similar subset, where are the river stations being involved are located? (Q4) For a given river station and a given biological index, what is the worst qualitative value computed? (Q5) For a given set of river stations, what are the main temporal trends among the biological indices and physicochemical parameters?

2.3.2 Requirements for the tool

Starting from these questions, we identify seven requirements for our tool: 

- **R1** - Select sub-dataset (years, months, biological indices and physicochemical parameters), for Q1.
- **R2** - Visualize/navigate through sampling river stations from their locations, for Q3 and Q4.
- **R3** - Visualize/navigate through sampling river stations from their behavioral similarity, for Q2 and Q4.
- **R4** - Select groups of sampling river stations from their locations, for Q3 and Q5.
- **R5** - Select groups of sampling river stations from their behavioral similarities, for Q2 and Q5.
- **R6** - Visualize biological indices classes, for Q4.
- **R7** - Extract and visualize temporal patterns of classes of biological indices and physicochemical parameters for Q5.

3 RELATED WORK

Our visual analytics approach combines data mining and visualization techniques. We thus first focus on related work dealing with mining river water status data. We then present related work on visualization.

3.1 Mining Water Quality Data

Many parameters are involved in determination of the water ecosystem status. These parameters are related to different aspects, such as biology, physicochemistry and hydromorphology. Most studies focus on the impact of physicochemistry or hydromorphology on different biological dimensions.

Some research has applied data mining approaches to study the fauna aspect, represented by macroinvertebrates [29], fish communities [60], as well as the fauna dimension with diatoms [35] or phytoplankton populations [45]. State of art methods have revealed the importance of considering and combining biological and physicochemical variables in order to find relevant knowledge. However, none of these studies have taken into account the temporal aspect with pattern mining approaches, which are essential for analyzing pollution dynamics. The approach presented in this study is well adapted for temporal datasets with multiple variables, represented here by biology and physicochemistry. Furthermore, knowledge extracted via temporal pattern approaches are easy to analyze by domain experts. This paper uses such approaches in a method that we present in the section 4.

Currently, the most common pattern-based method used to explore temporal data is called sequential pattern mining. In the literature, this approach has been widely used in many applications such as analysis [28], classification [16] or prediction [54]. They were first introduced by [3] and are a temporal extension of association rules [2]. They were first developed to find correlations between supermarket products. Sequential patterns are relevant when there is an order among database events. This order is usually a temporal one. Let us consider an hypothetical temporal database and a sequential pattern. \(((\text{Pollution}) \land \text{Dead_animals})\); 30%, extracted from the database. This sequential pattern means that Pollution event is temporally followed by a Dead_animals event with a frequency of 30% in the database. Despite their advantages, sequential patterns often bring limited information since they only provide totally ordered information about data. To illustrate this, let us consider a second pattern \(((\text{Pollution}) \land \text{Dead_vegetation})\); 30% discovered in the same database. It is possible to extract the two patterns exactly from the same set of transactions. They coexist in the database. The coexistence of sequential patterns is not taken into account with this method. However, this coexistence can be synthesized based on partial ordering. Figure 2 presents a so-called partially ordered pattern, denoted po-pattern [26], that combines the two previous sequential patterns.

![Figure 2: Example of a partially ordered pattern with a frequency of 30%](http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/extensions/geostatistical[Online; accessed 24-July-2014])

This pattern means that a Pollution event is followed by two events Dead_animals and Dead_vegetation, which are not ordered. Po-pattern approaches used in hydrobiological databases have some advantages: (1) they are well adapted to the temporal aspect of the database, (2) they provide more information on order among elements than sequential patterns, and (3) they are represented as a directed acyclic graph, which helps in understanding, which is important for domain experts.

3.2 Visualizing Water Quality Data

To our knowledge, the earliest work dealing with water quality visualization is a dot map of John Snow, who plotted the location of deaths from cholera in London for September 1854 [48]. The map clearly shows that deaths were mostly grouped around the Broad Street water pump, which was contaminated.

Several geographical information systems (GIS) have been developed for, or support, water quality analysis [15]. Their visualization is based on a map in which different parameters are plotted, such as areas, rivers, stations, measurements, etc. Some approaches are enriched with statistics and charts (e.g. see [9, 10] or ArcGIS Geostatistical Analystootnote{http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/extensions/geostatistical[Online; accessed 24-July-2014]}). Techniques based on more sophisticated plots [27, 33] or self-organizing maps [38] have also been studied. Boyer et al. [12] proposed various visualization approaches, with each visualization technique demonstrating a water quality trend in a specific way.

Statistical based visualization approaches help in extracting knowledge on water quality, but statistical analysis fails to capture the complexity of some processes. In this paper, we thus propose a visualization based on data mining techniques. These techniques help reveal different kinds of patterns to supplement the statistical analysis. To our knowledge, no visualization tool including data mining for water quality analysis has been proposed so far.

As this paper focuses on geospatial and temporal data only when applied to water quality, we do not give an overview of the related visualization techniques. For an introduction to geospatial data visualization, please refer to the 5th and 6th chapters of [55]. An introduction to temporal data visualization and a major overview of the techniques is given in [4]. Spatiotemporal data visualization has been studied in [5]. A tool combining data mining and visualization...
techniques for spatiotemporal data has also been proposed, but the techniques do not meet our requirements [17].

Finally, sequential pattern visualization has been investigated in several studies (e.g. [57, 59, 47]), but to the best of our knowledge no studies have been specifically devoted to po-pattern visualization.

4 Data Abstraction

The data we explore are temporal sequences composed of biological indices and physicochemical parameters from river sampling stations. Thus, sequences are built by ordering measure samplings according to their timestamp. In relational database vocabulary, the physicochemical and biological variables are called items. An itemset IS is a non-ordered group of measures sampled at the same timestamp. A sequence \( S = (IS_1, IS_2, \ldots, IS_g) \) is a non-empty and ordered list of \( |S| \) itemsets, i.e. groups of measures ordered according to their timestamp. Discussions with domain experts lead to the discretization of all variables from the dataset into five classes: Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange and Red, as previously explained in Sec. 2.2. To illustrate this, let \((AZOT,PHOS)(IBGN)(AZOT)\) be the sequence of a river station. This means that, in this river, a green AZOT has been measured at the same time as a blue PHOS, followed by a blue IBGN, in turn followed by a red AZOT. Sec. 4.1 and 4.2 introduce two approaches based on temporal sequences.

4.1 Clusters of Sequences

To address the third requirement (R3), we need to group river stations according to their behavioral similarity, i.e. similarities in their corresponding sequences. All clustering techniques are based on dissimilarities between data features. Measuring the similarity between two itemset sequences is not a trivial task. Thus, we adopt one of the most famous dissimilarity measures used in the timseries domain: Dynamic Time Warping [46]. We call our approach adapted to itemset sequences Dynamic Sequence Warping. Let \( S = (IS_1, IS_2, \ldots, IS_g) \) and \( S' = (IS'_1, IS'_2, \ldots, IS'_g) \) be two itemset sequences. Dynamic Sequence Warping on \( S \) and \( S' \), denoted \( DSW(S, S') \) is defined as:

\[
DSW(S, S') = \gamma(|S|, |S'|)
\]

(1)

Where \( \gamma(|S|, |S'|) \) is the optimal cumulative path recursively defined as:

\[
\gamma(i, j) = \delta(IS_i, IS'_j) + \min \left\{ \gamma(i - 1, j - 1), \gamma(i - 1, j), \gamma(i, j - 1) \right\}
\]

(2)

It is inspired by the Dynamic Time Warping definition. The main difference concerns the dissimilarity measure used between sequence elements. In timseries, elements are quantitative values but in itemset sequences elements are discrete variables. Then we use a Jaccard distance, denoted \( \delta(IS_i, IS'_j) \) in the equation 2, which is very popular for determining how two sets of elements are different. In this paper, we use this dissimilarity measure between sequences in a hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm.

4.2 Closed Partially Ordered Patterns

The aim of this step is to extract po-patterns from a sequence database, where each sequence corresponds to the samples of a station (R7). In the following, the database in Table I is used to illustrate our method. We symbolize items with alphabet letters to facilitate the following definitions. In practice, items are physicochemical and biological variables. This database example contains three sequences composed of items a, b, d, e, f and g.

A po-pattern (partially ordered pattern) is a directed acyclic graph \( G = (V,A) \), where \( V \) is the set of itemsets and \( A \) is the temporal order between these itemsets. The temporal order is transitive for all \( u, v \in V, u < v \) if there is a directed path from \( u \) to \( v \). However, these elements are not comparable if there is no path from \( u \) to \( v \) or from \( v \) to \( u \). Each path in the graph is a sequence. In our case, the order relation between vertices represents the temporality. Thus, in a po-pattern \( G = (V,A) \), two vertices \( u, v \in V \) such as \( u < v \) means that the itemset \( u \) is temporally followed by the itemset \( v \). For example, in the po-pattern \( G_1 \) in Fig. 3.d, there is a path from \((e)\) to \((g)\) then \((e) < (g)\), i.e. \((e)\) is followed by \((g)\). Po-patterns are characterized by their support. The support is the number of sequences in the database that contain the po-pattern. A sequence \( S \) supports a po-pattern \( G \), denoted \( G \preceq S \), if all paths (sequences) in \( G \) are included in \( S \). For example the sequence \((a)(f)\) is included in the sequence \((a)(c)(cf)\). Then the po-pattern \( G_1 \) in Fig. 3.a is supported by sequences \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) in the database, i.e. \( G_1 \preceq S_1, G_1 \preceq S_2 \) and support of \( G_1 \) is 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seq id</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>(⟨a⟩(d)(e)(a))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>(⟨e⟩(abf)⟨g⟩)(bde)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>(⟨e⟩(a)(b)(g))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: An example of a sequence database

In po-pattern mining, some po-patterns are redundant in the results. For example, po-patterns \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) in Fig. 3.a and 3.b are both supported by sequences \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) but we observe that for each path in po-pattern \( G_1 \), there is at least one path in po-pattern \( G_2 \) that supports it, but the reverse is not true. \( G_1 \) is considered as included in \( G_2 \) \((G_2 \geq G_1)\) and is denoted \( G_1 \preceq G_2 \). Then \( G_1 \) is redundant w.r.t. \( G_2 \) since they are supported by the same set of sequences and \( G_2 \) contains all the information in \( G_1 \) as well as other information not in \( G_1 \). Furthermore, we observe that there is no other po-pattern \( G' \) such that \( G_2 \geq G' \) supported by \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \). \( G_2 \) is then considered as a closed po-pattern. The complete set of closed po-patterns is a subset of the set of po-patterns without information loss, i.e. it is possible to retrieve the complete set of po-patterns with the complete set of closed po-patterns. In this paper, we focus on such patterns. Fig. 3.b, 3.c and 3.d give the complete set of closed po-patterns from the database in Table I with a support greater or equal to 2.

Extracting closed po-patterns is a complex task. We use the algorithm proposed in [26] that extracts the complete set of closed po-patterns with a support greater than a given a minimum support \( \theta \). The minimum support parameter is mandatory since the closed po-pattern search space is huge.

Closed po-pattern extraction follows a pattern-growth approach represented by a prefix-tree. Such a tree is a representation of the overall search space of the algorithm. Closed po-patterns are constructed by expanding frequent sequence prefixes [43] from the database (sequence prefixes with a support greater or equal to \( \theta \)).
In order to highlight the optimization gain, we process experiments on different groups of river station sequences. Fig 6 shows results obtained with the non-optimized and optimized algorithms. The protocol is: we randomly select 50 sequences from the initial dataset and extract closed po-patterns at various minimum support thresholds with both algorithms. We perform this operation 30 times and compute the average computation for each minimum support threshold. We apply this on various subsets of sequences to simulate the sequence selection and the pattern extraction proposed by HydroQual. We observe that the optimized version is more efficient than the non-optimized one, especially at low minimum support threshold. For example, at a minimum support of 0.32, the extraction time is 6.7 sec for the optimized version while it is 35.53 sec for the non-optimized one. The optimized version is 3.96 times faster at a minimum support of 0.35, and 5.3 times faster at a minimum support of 0.32. This optimization substantially improves the HydroQual interactivity since there is a greater computation gain at lower minimum support.

5 VISUAL MAPPINGS AND INTERACTIVE FUNCTIONALITY

Based on the data abstraction described in Sec. 4, we now focus on the different visualizations (Sec. 5.1 - 5.3) and interaction methods (Sec. 5.4) of HydroQual. This tool was developed for and in cooperation with domain experts. It is based on three coordinated views designed to fit the seven requirements described in Sec. 2.3.2.

5.1 Geographical View

In this section we describe the view of HydroQual that shows the geographical locations of the river stations (R2).

The user can switch between several background maps like the ones provided by Open Street Map or Google Map. In particular, the use of Google Maps physical background highlights topological characteristics of the area and was found very useful by the domain experts (see Fig. 1). Domain experts also lead us to include the Corine Land Cover background [23], which shows the land use (forest, agricultural lands, urban and industrial areas, etc.). See Fig. 7.a for an example.

Additional layers are also available: watershed, hydroecological regions, administrative regions and hydrographical network. The user can select the layers he wants to see. They are then displayed on the foreground of the map (see Fig. 7.b for an example).

The final view also includes Leaflet’s
d2 zooming (mouse wheel) and moving function (mouse drag ’n drop) to ease exploration of the visualization. Fig. 7 shows the results obtained on a real example.

5.2 Clustering View

In this section, we describe the HydroQual view showing clusters of stations extracted as described in Sec. 4.1. This view helps domain experts identify which stations act in a similar way (R3).

We propose a four step technique for laying out stations and clusters: (1) we use the distance matrix to position stations with a multidimensional scaling algorithm, (2) we represent clusters as circles positioned at the barycenter of the stations they contain, (3) we use methods drawn from collision detection studies to separate overlapping cluster circles and we also move the stations to keep their barycenters at the centers of the circles, and (4) we rearrange the stations for each cluster to better fit the areas demarcated by the circles.

5.2.1 Initial Placement of Stations (step 1)
Multidimensional scaling techniques [13] are aimed at modeling dissimilarity data among pairs of objects into points in a low-dimensional geometric space. These points can be represented graphically and visualized afterwards. For our purpose, points represent river stations and the dissimilarity measure is computed as described in Sec. 4.1. A non-metric MDS (Smacof, [18]) is performed. When provided a dissimilarity matrix and a desired destination dimension k (2 in our case), it fits stations to a k-dimensional configuration by iteratively increasing a stress function. An initial configuration can be either randomized or given. A metric MDS [36] is often computed as an initial configuration. However, this technique is very time-consuming and performs poorly on large datasets. We therefore use the freefold embedding heuristic [44] to obtain the initial configuration.

5.2.2 Cluster Display (step 2)
We represent clusters as circles positioned at the barycenter of the stations they contain. Discussions with domain experts reveal that the main information to highlight is the cluster size, which is not easy to detect for very dense clusters (most of the stations overlap). We thus map the cluster size to the radius of the corresponding circle (see Fig. 8.a).

5.2.3 Clusters Overlap Removal (step 3)
The obtained configuration contains overlapping clusters which makes it hard for domain experts to distinguish clusters and view river stations as part of a cluster (see Fig. 8.a). Discussions with domain experts reveal that they are interested in visualizing distances between clusters and distances between pairwise nodes of the same clusters. Distances between nodes of different clusters are not as important for them. We thus move clusters to avoid overlap while preserving the relative distances of their centers. The method is based on collision detection between circles. Most collision detection approaches act in two phases to reduce computation time [22]. First, the broad phase is aimed at excluding a maximum of couples to be tested with space partitioning algorithms. We use a quadtree in our application. Then the narrow phase precisely determines if the remaining couples collide with each other and reveals their penetration vector. Since we represent a cluster with a circle, collision detection between two clusters as well as computation of the penetration vector is straightforward. We finally use the highest penetration vector among all couples of overlapping clusters to rearrange the circles while preserving their relative distances (see Fig. 8.b).

5.2.4 Final Station Placement (step 4)
We finally rearrange the river stations for each cluster to better fit the area defined by the circle. After this step, distances between stations of a cluster do not correspond to the same dissimilarity measures of the same distances in another clusters. Discussions with the domain experts reveal that it is more important to detect relative positions of couples of inner river stations than to preserve absolute river station distances within the whole configuration. Moreover, space distortion of inner river stations removes some overlaps and helps in visualizing stations.

We first compute a convex hull of the river stations for each cluster [30] (see Fig. 8.c). Then we move river stations on the hull to the circle (see Fig. 8.d). We compute a Delaunay triangulation among the river station positions. This gives us a graph where nodes on the outer face represent stations of the convex hull. We apply Tutte’s algorithm on this graph [52]. It iteratively positions every river station that is not on the outer face at the barycenter of its neighbors. Our graph is triangulated and we fix its outer face. So the solution is unique and preserves the relative positions of river stations in the triangulation. Using Tutte’s algorithm to reorganize the node positions has already been tested in another context [8]. Fig. 8.e shows the results obtained on an example.

The final view also includes a zooming (mouse wheel) and a
moving function (mouse drag ‘n drop) to ease exploration of the visualization. Fig. 9 shows the results obtained on a real example.

5.3 Temporal Patterns View

In this section we describe the HydroQual view that shows closed po-patterns extracted as described in Sec. 4.2 (R7). According to domain expert requirements, this view requires a set of stations as input and a biological index. The biological index is selected by the user when he/she launches the extraction. Closed po-patterns extracted only deal with this biological index and the related physicochemical parameters. In the next section, we describe how stations are selected from the two previous views.

The temporal pattern view is divided into two panels (see bottom of Fig. 1). The first panel located on the left side shows the list of closed po-patterns extracted. Each element on the list shows the id of its associated closed po-pattern, its size (number of nodes), a class of the biological index selected and an index showing how the closed po-pattern is discriminant as compared to the other classes. The discriminant score is determined by using the growth rate interestingness measure [20] (see Growth Rate in Fig. 1). Briefly, it involves retrieving closed po-patterns that are specific to a considered biological index class. A click on an element displays the corresponding closed po-pattern on the right panel.

Since a closed po-pattern is a directed acyclic graph, it can be displayed using graph drawing techniques. We draw the graph in a layered fashion using Sugiyama’s algorithm [49] to place emphasis on the sequential aspect. With this approach, each layer represents a different timestamp. We use the implementation of the algorithm provided by the Graphviz library [21].

As mentioned in Sec. 4, an itemset consists in a set of items. An item is a physicochemical parameter. It possesses a variable name and its associated class which belongs to a set of colors, as defined by domain experts. Depending on the domain experts requirements, we represent an item with its variable name in plain text, highlighted by the color corresponding to its value. Fig. 1 shows a closed po-pattern on a real example (see bottom).

The final view also includes a zooming (mouse wheel) and a moving function (mouse drag ‘n drop) to facilitate exploration of the visualization.

5.4 Interaction

This section covers the issue of how the user interacts with the views. The user is first asked to select a dataset. This dataset can be furthermore filtered. The filter parameters include year interval, consecutive months, biological indices and physical parameters of interest (R1). Parameters selected are displayed on the left panel (see Fig. 1).

When launched with a specific button, the temporal pattern view computes and shows the closed po-patterns corresponding to a set of stations. This set has to be defined by the user from the clustering and/or the geographical views (R4 and R5). There are two kinds of interaction technique for this purpose. One can select a station individually by clicking on it or he/she can select multiple stations at once by using a Lasso type tool. The selected stations are then highlighted by changing their border color to pink (instead of black). When the selection is changed in a given view, the other view is then updated so that the selection is the same in both views (see Fig. 1).

The color of a station corresponds to the worst value of a selected biological index found in the station sequence. The user can change the selected indicator using a dedicated button (R6).

As requested by domain experts, we implement copy, print and save features to allow further consultations of the measures and other station related data. We also keep logs of temporal patterns generated during a session in the left panel.

6 Demonstration with Feedback

Two domain experts who are co-authors of this paper first evaluate the visual analysis tool through a case study showing how the tool has been useful for them to find already known information and, more importantly, to discover new ones. We then present their feedback collected through a questionnaire they had to fill.

6.1 Case Study

The objective of the case study is to illustrate one application of the use of HydroQual. This example highlights the relationship between values of a biological index and physicochemical parameters describing river water quality. The expectations cover different aspects: the ability to analyse all the available data, considering their spatial and temporal characteristics, to confirm some existing knowledge, to find new ones or anomalies, and if possible, to deduce some operational conclusions.

As a biological index, we chose to work with the French benthic macroinvertebrate index IBGN [1], based on the abundance and selective sensitivity of river benthic invertebrates to stresses, which are commonly monitored to assess organic pollution and hydromorphological degradation [42]. However, invertebrates are sensitive to multiple stressors, which is an obstacle to the identification of relationships between biological indices and physicochemical parameters [32].

We decided to select five groups of physicochemical parameters: four groups to account for interference by macropollutants (M0OX, AZOT, NITR and PHOS) and the last group to account for disturbances in the general water characteristics (in our case, we focus on mineral characteristics, MINE). First of all, we define these five groups of physicochemical parameters.

The M0OX group consists of eight physicochemical parameters and indicates the presence or absence of organic pollution which consumes oxygen in the river. Various origins can explain this pollution: mainly domestic and industrial (agrofood) wastewater, livestock wastewater, winegrowing effluents, natural plant debris, etc. The main impacts are (1) water deoxygenation, (2) the silting of river bottoms, and (3) macroinvertebrate habitats modifications. To reduce this disorder, water managers improve treatment of wastewater organic matter. The AZOT group concerns nitrogenous parameters except nitrates. It indicates nitrogen contamination in rivers derived mainly from domestic, industrial and livestock effluents. An excess of nitrogen contributes to create anoxic conditions and can thus have toxic effects on the ecosystem, including
on macroinvertebrates and fish fauna. The treatment of this kind of pollution is the same as for MOOX. The NITR group consists only of the nitrate concentration. Nitrates can be directly assimilated by plants. Combined with other nutrients, they favor algae and aquatic plant growth. Nitrates mainly indicate diffuse pollution from agricultural sources (fertilizer leaching during rainfall events). Atmospheric nitrates seeping into rivers during the rainy season resulting from agricultural spraying, industrial and road traffic emissions. An excess of nitrates causes eutrophication. Specific treatments have to be implemented to reduce nitrates in wastewater. To limit agricultural nitrates, different actions can be proposed: (1) limit the use of fertilizers, (2) promote an interface area and catch crops to limit nitrate fluxes into rivers. The PHOS group consists of total phosphorus and orthophosphate. Phosphorus is an essential element for proper development of organisms. Phosphorus fluxes are derived from domestic and industrial wastewater (mainly detergents), livestock building effluents, and soil erosion. This is the main factor limiting or not eutrophication. Phosphorus fluxes are mainly reduced by limiting the use of detergents that contain phosphorus, and limiting fertilizer applications, and specific treatments of livestock effluents. The MINE group concerns the conductivity and concentration of calcium, chlorides, sulfates, cations, sodium, and magnesium. MINE provides information on the water origin. River waters enriched in minerals and salts depend on the residence time in geological formations and the nature of soils leached during rainfall events. Minerals and salts are mainly of natural origin but can also be related to human activities (agricultural, industrial or domestic). Macroinvertebrates are very sensitive to water salinity (and hence conductivity) and the presence of minerals for their growth and development [19]. But there are thresholds (deficiency or excess) above which salts and minerals are harmful to fauna. Remediation actions are limited to setting up some specific wastewater treatments.

Then, we prepare the queries for the test set. The IBGN values and those of the five physicochemical parameter groups are ranked in five quality classes as described above (high/blue, good/green, moderate/yellow, poor/orange, bad/red). More precisely, we study the relationship between quality classes of IBGN and of physicochemical parameters. The tested dataset extends from 1 July 1999 to 31 December 2010. River stations are located in the east of France. We decided to define subsets of water quality stations used in the clustering view for a first diagnosis of the advantages of this ranking, seldom used by domain experts.

The cluster view shows eight clusters from all water quality stations available in the database. A comparison between clusters and station locations on the geographical view shows that each cluster regroups stations with behavioral similarity and with a geographical organization: each cluster consists of one or a few groups of neighboring stations plus points scattered throughout the entire study area. The clusters could be explained by the overall criteria of position (latitude), environment (climate, altitude), and the nature of human activities (rural, industrial plains, etc.). So we find a coherence at the district level.

We select a single cluster whose stations are exclusively located in the Rhone-Mediterranean and Corsica districts. These stations represent rivers located in rural foothills. The tested datasets consist of 957 sampling records across 287 water quality stations.

We launch closed po-pattern extraction on these stations with the IBGN biological index. HydroQual proposes 176 closed po-patterns for a support of 0.25. Thanks to our optimization, the pattern extraction is quasi-immediate.

We analyze the closed po-patterns for each IBGN class (Table 2). Two criteria, i.e. the support and growth rate, help domain experts to interpret the results. In our case, the interpretation is solid, especially since the support and growth rate values are the highest.

We identify for each class of IBGN, the most frequent po-patterns. Let us begin by the IBGN blue class. The IBGN blue class is mainly following the MINE blue class, and the MOOX blue (in one case green) class, in different combinations and different MINE-MOXO group temporal associations. The blue class for the MINE group and MOOX group is discriminating (high growth rate) compared to the other four IBGN classes. The IBGN green class is following the MINE green class. The IBGN yellow class is mainly following the yellow or orange classes for the PHOS group, which often appears in combination with the MOOX green class. Another kind of association relates to the yellow or green classes for the MINE group. The IBGN orange class is following primarily the PHOS red class that often appears in combination with the AZOT yellow class. Other associations relate yellow or orange classes for the MINE group, and green or yellow classes for the MOOX group. The IBGN red class is only represented by five samples and is following the MINE red class.

From this description, we highlight known information. Even at this stage, identification of known information with a new approach leads to a very interesting conclusion: excellent correspondence between a given IBGN class and its corresponding MINE class, i.e. the IBGN blue class follows a MINE blue class, a IBGN green class, a MINE green class, etc. Further, MINE classes are discriminating. Here we clearly find that the IBGN reflects the physical environmental conditions. In addition, we assume that the associations are different between blue and green classes on the one hand, yellow, orange and red on the other. This distinction is interesting because it allows us to clearly distinguish samples from rivers with good or very good water quality in terms of IBGN classes from the others. Thus, when the IBGN is in the blue class, the MINE blue class is associated (before, after or in the same time) with the MOOX blue class. This means that there is little or no organic pollution present. This is a typical situation for semi-natural areas with few human activities.

The analysis also provides new insight for rivers whose classes (yellow, orange and red) indicate poor water quality in terms of IBGN classes. The PHOS group always has a yellow class or worse and appears to be more limiting than the class for the MOOX group, which can be green. Here we trace pollution of human or animal origin. The PHOS-AZOT group association for the orange class indicates point source pollution due to the presence of livestock or wastewater treatment plants. Indeed, the predominance of the PHOS-AZOT group combination compared to the NITR group reveals a hierarchy of pollution sources: point pollution seems to influence water quality of the studied rivers more than diffuse pollution due to agricultural activities, even though it could be present in these areas. For these rivers, water managers have to improve wastewater treatment and limit detergent use.

It is encouraging for hydrologists to discover known relationships between biological index and physicochemical parameters in a qualitative way. It is also interesting to be able to propose some operational recommendations useful for water managers at district level who have to define priorities to restore water quality.

In conclusion, this first test demonstrates the consistency between the values of classes of the studied biological index and of the physicochemical parameters. Different closed po-patterns high-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Sampling</th>
<th>Closed po-patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Number of river stations and of closed po-patterns extracted for each class.
light many forms of association, thus expressing the complexity of biophysical processes related to oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorus cycles. This type of analysis is not as directly possible by conventional statistical approaches.

6.2 User Feedback
We evaluated the benefits of our visual analysis tool with two academic domain experts. We first explained the data abstractions, the visual encoding schemes and the interaction features of the tool. Then we asked them to manipulate the prototype. Finally, we asked them to fill in a questionnaire dealing with the aesthetics, visual design, interactions, learnability, performance, functionality and ability to help in extracting information.

They both found the tool aesthetically pleasing. On the visual design, they found it was tailored for their tasks. They particularly appreciated the use of colors in the different views. One also pointed out the quality of the mapping of stations and clusters in the clustering view. Concerning the interaction features, they both mentioned that they corresponded to their needs. They really appreciated the modes of selection in the clustering and geographical views. Both agreed that manipulating the tool is easy and intuitive. They estimated the learning time from 15 to 30 min. They were more reserved about the data abstraction. They explained that use of the tool requires an understanding of the structures extracted with data mining techniques (clusters and closed po-patterns), which is not trivial for non-specialists. Nevertheless, when they got familiar with it, they both agreed that these structures are necessary for their tasks, and are major improvements as compared to previous tools. Both domain experts highlighted the interactivity of the tool, appreciating especially that the running time of the closed po-pattern extraction never exceed a few seconds for current use. The domain experts used all the features implemented and thought they were all useful and tailored to their needs. This is not surprising because most of these features meet their initial requirements. Their main suggestion was to group highly similar closed po-patterns. Defining similarity between closed po-patterns and designing an adapted interactive visualization is beyond the scope of this paper, but we plan to do this in the near future. Finally, the tool helped the domain expert to find previously known information and new information (see examples in Sec. 6.1).

In conclusion, the domain experts were very enthusiastic regarding the prototype we gave them. They both mentioned that the new approaches developed are very promising to supplement their usual statistical analysis tools. They particularly appreciated the fact that they gained new insight to help them in addressing important questions. They also think that the tool can be a good support in discussions. They plan to use it to perform their daily analyses.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
We have described HydroQual, a visual analysis tool of river water quality. It combines spatiotemporal data mining and visualization techniques to perform tasks defined by domain experts. Besides the design of the overall process, the tool requirements led us to make some contributions concerning data mining and information visualization techniques: (1) we propose a new metric to evaluate sequential dissimilarity in Sec. 4.1, (2) we present an optimized algorithm to extract closed po-patterns in Sec. 4.2, (3) we describe a new algorithm to visualize clusters in Sec. 5.2.

We have illustrated the efficiency of the tool with a case study. The first results are very promising. Within a few hours, domain experts were able to find previously known information and new information. We also collected domain experts feedback that highlighted their enthusiasm.

As a future work, we plan to improve the temporal pattern tools. As mentioned by the domain experts, some closed po-patterns are highly similar. Finding both a method to group them and a visual encoding to show the overall representative patterns and explore groups in detail would help experts to extract information faster.
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